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SUMMARY
Synopsis of Bill
Senate Joint Memorial 7 notes that from the seventeenth century, grants of land were made
throughout what is now the state of New Mexico, first by the king of Spain, then by the Republic
of Mexico. The lands that now constitute New Mexico were incorporated from Mexico into the
territory of the United States under the Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits and Settlement of
1848, more commonly known as the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo promised to recognize the ownership of property of every kind in the areas ceded by
Mexico to the United States. In the intervening one hundred sixty-five years, land grants have
lost millions of acres of their original common lands, not least through fraud, chicanery, faulty
surveying and punitive taxation.
The memorial requests that: 1) the New Mexico congressional delegation work with the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) to develop strategies to assist New Mexico's traditional land grants:
2) introduce legislation in the United States congress to return lands currently in possession of
the BLM that were once part of land grant common lands to the land grants: and, 3) not to
support legislation that would transfer lands currently under BLM control that were once part of
land grant common lands to the United States forest service.
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Copies of this memorial should be transmitted to all members of New Mexico's congressional
delegation.
FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
No fiscal impact identified.
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